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RESET
What’s something exciting you or 
going well in your life right now?
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LEADERSHIP
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Actions & choices that inspire commitment by 
activating possibility and invincibility toward a shared 
mission. 

It’s about mobilizing efforts through intentional 
practice and systems to both achieve results and 
build capability in the process. 



Roadmap + Objectives

1. The Why: Understand how inspiring 
leadership drives better business 
results

2. The What: Learn a framework for 
activating inspiration

3. The How: Create an inspiring 
leadership plan for your best days more 
often 
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Myths of Inspiration

For the chosen few

Unexpected

Fleeting 



Sources: 2012 IBM Global CEO study; Eric Garton and Michael Mankins 

60% 
of CEO’s rated inspirational leadership most 
critical for organizations.
 

3x 

Inspired employees and leaders are more 3x 
as productive as dissatisfied employees.

1 in 8
Employees and leaders report being inspired 
at work.

Why 
Inspiration
Matters in 
Leadership…
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ROI 
Return on Inspiration

↑ Innovation and strategic thinking

↑ Stronger performance and results

↑ Deeper connections, community

↑ Agility and Resilience
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In*spire
breathe in (air); inhale.
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POSSIBILITY INVINCIBILITY

INTENTIONAL 
PRACTICE

SUSTAINABLE 
INSPIRATION™
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Chatbox 

Leader Lab: Your Best Days More Often 
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Think about a recent best day … 

What do you think made it possible? 



Truths of Inspiration

A leader’s first job is to inspire self

There are reliable engines to spark 
+ sustain inspiration

Inspiration is contagious
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Engines of Inspiration
Sparked By You Sparked By Others Sparked By Circumstances
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Your Inspiration 
Fingerprint
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Sparking Inspiration

Sustaining Inspiration



Sparking Inspiration
A Leaders First Job is to 
Inspire Self 
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Pick 1-2 engines of inspiration that you 
could use more often. How will you plan 
for these? 



Sustaining Inspiration
Design Your Intentional 
Practice
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Identify the ways you will focus on 
sustaining inspiration 

• Plan times in your day/week to go back to 
the engines for inspiration

• Seek out social support or accountability 
from others

• Create a ritual that will spark positive 
feelings each day



Breakout Room

Inspiration Fingerprint 
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• Share with each other your:

– Inspiration fingerprint (highest octane engines) 
– Inspiration plans to activate (3-4 minutes each)

• Come back to share insights as a group



Group Debrief

Key Insights
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Truths of Inspiration

A leader’s first job is to inspire self.

There are reliable engines to spark 
+ sustain inspiration.

Inspiration is contagious.
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Inspiring Leadership



Q&A
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Next Steps:
1. Put your plan into practice 
2. Support each other
3. Check landing page for resources
4. Session Survey



Q&A 

Stay Connected! 
@InspireCorpsCo 

Thank You



Inspiring 
Performance Model 

+ Survey
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